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QUESTION 1

During an implementation, customer is in the process of planning supply requirements. Customer also needs to
generate forecast and safety stock levels. Which plan type on the plan options should the customer be running? 

A. Demand and Supply Plan 

B. Safety Stock and Forecast Plan 

C. Demand Plan 

D. Supply Plan 

E. Integrated Plan 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You are defining material planners for your organization. However, when you go to Manage Material Planners, your
organization does not appear in the list of values. Why? 

A. The organization was not enabled for collection under Manage Planning Source Systems. 

B. The organization must be enabled in Manage Planning Parameters. 

C. The organization is an Item Organization. 

D. The organization must be enabled in Manage Planning Profile Options. 

E. You do not have data access to the organization. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What happens when a demand planner approves a demand plan and then adjusts shipment history and runs demand
plan again? 

A. The approve action takes the data from the two final forecast measures and copies to Approved Final Shipments
Forecast and Approved Final Bookings Forecast, respectively. After a forecast is approved, the approved values remain
unchanged until the forecast is approved again. 

B. The approve action makes the Adjusted Shipments Forecast and Adjusted Bookings Forecast measures "not
editable." After a forecast is approved, the Final Shipments Forecast and Final Bookings Forecast measures remain
unchanged until the forecast is approved again. 

C. The approve action makes the Adjusted Shipments Forecast and Adjusted Bookings Forecast measures "not
editable." But any subsequent demand plan run can change Final Shipments Forecast and Final Bookings Forecast
values. 
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D. The approve action takes the data from the two final forecast measures and copies to Approved Final Shipments
Forecast and Approved Final Bookings Forecast, respectively. Any subsequent demand plan run can change final
shipments or bookings forecast values that will automatically update the approved forecast measures. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Another planner has previously created a supply plan, but you now need to make some changes so that you can do
some \\'what-if\\' analysis. How can you go about duplicating this plan? 

A. You cannot duplicate plans. You must create a completely new supply plan. 

B. Manage Plans > Search and select supply plan > Actions > Duplicate. 

C. Run process "Duplicate supply plans" with existing plan as parameter. 

D. Manage Plans > Search and select supply plan > Actions > Edit Plan Options > Select Copy. 

E. You cannot duplicate a plan that is not owned by you. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/supply-chain-management/r13-update18a/faupc/manage-supply-
plans.html#FAUPC2387447_2 

 

QUESTION 5

You are a demand planner and you want to generate forecast for all laptop and desktop products in the US business
unit. You are using standard enterprise and product hierarchy. You have created a demand plan and now you must
define plan scope. 

Identify three valid steps. (Choose three.) 

A. For plan parameters, select forecasting calendar as Gregorian and time level as week. 

B. For forecasting items, select hierarchy as product, level as category level 1, and laptop and desktop categories as
level members. 

C. For plan parameters, select forecasting calendar as Gregorian and time level as month. 

D. For plan organizations, select hierarchy as enterprise, level as country, and US as level member. 

E. For forecasting items, select hierarchy as product, level as product, and all laptop and desktop products as level
members. 

F. For plan organizations, select hierarchy as enterprise, level as business unit, and US and level member. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/r13_update17c/scmcs_gs/FASOP/FASOP2342266.htm#FASOP2385988 
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QUESTION 6

You ran a demand plan with the data refresh option "Do not refresh with current data." Identify two true statements.
(Choose two.) 

A. Shipments history data will not be modified. 

B. Forecasting engine will run without advancing the plan date. 

C. Shipments forecast data will not be modified. 

D. Forecasting engine will not run. 

E. Shipments history data will be updated. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 7

In order for Supply and Demand Plans to run successfully, which three Configure Planning Analytic tasks must be
completed? (Choose three.) 

A. Set up Levels and Attributes 

B. Set up Measure Catalogs 

C. Run the Configure Dimension Catalog process 

D. Set up Default Catalogs 

E. Set up Dimension Catalogs 

F. Set up Hierarchy Attributes 

Correct Answer: ABE 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/farel12/scmcs_gs/FAUPC/FAUPC2137483.htm#FAUPC2137483 

 

QUESTION 8

Your client has operations in the west coast of the US. If the customer is in the western half of the US, then they would
like to ship the product from their warehouses. If it\\'s in the eastern half of the US, then they want to drop ship it from a
supplier. 

How would you recommend they set the assignment up? 

A. Set up a region for the west coast warehouse and an item-region level assignment for the drop ship. 

B. Set up two region level assignments, one for the west coast and the other for the east coast. 

C. Set up by each customer for the customers who should get product from each warehouse. 

D. Set up an item-region assignment for the west coast warehouse and a region level assignment for the drop ship. 
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E. Set up an item-organization assignment for the west coast warehouse and an item-organization level assignment for
the drop ship. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

During a client implementation, it is determined that an external forecast will need to be imported into Planning Central
for use as a Demand Schedule in a Supply Plan. 

What three steps must be executed to enable the successful load of the External Forecast file? (Choose three.) 

A. CSV file must be generated. 

B. Collect Planning Data Process must be run from Planning. 

C. Collect Legacy Data Process must be run from Planning. 

D. Load Interface File for Import Process must be run. 

E. Flat File must be zipped. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 10

A supply plan has just been run that contains a configured item. You notice that the sourcing rules of the base model
were used instead of sourcing rules for the configured item. Why did this happen? 

A. No sourcing rules have been defined for the configured item. 

B. The sourcing rules of the base model overrode the sourcing rules of the configured item. 

C. It is not possible to create sourcing rules for the configured item; all configured items always use the same sourcing
rules as the base model. 

D. The sourcing rules of the base model had a priority of 1, while the sourcing rules of the configured item had a priority
of 2. 

E. No planning percentages were defined at the operation level within the work definition. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

The structure of the Plan Summary Layout is a predefined __________. 

A. Material Plan view 

B. Set of Exceptions 
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C. Supply Demand Workbench 

D. Set of Infotiles 

E. Group of Reports 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Demand planner opens the pre-seeded plan summary of the demand plan and wants to analyze the forecast results.
Describe the steps to review and analyze the forecast results. 

A. Click "Revenue and Margin" tile. Review the "Revenue by Period" graph and pick a specific period. Right-click on a
period, click Drill To -> Default Group -> Revenue Analysis to open the table and review the details. 

B. Click "Forecast Comparison in the thousands" tile. Review "Forecast Comparison by Product Category" graph and
pick a product category. Right-click on product category, click Drill To -> Default Group -> Forecast Analysis to open the
table and review the details. 

C. Click "Revenue and Forecast" tile. Review "Revenue by Period" graph and pick a specific period. Right-click on a
period, click Drill To -> Default Group -> Forecast Analysis to open the table and review the details. 

D. Click "Demand at Risk in thousands" tile. Review "Demand at Risk by Product Category" graph and pick a product
category. Right-click on product category, click Drill To -> Default Group -> Demand Analysis to open the table and
review the details. 

Correct Answer: C 
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